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This “truly very important work... a e-book of sign significance” (The Saturday Review) “gives a
shiny photograph of (Soviet) courts at work, and therefore, because it is excellent reporting, as
sharp an image of (Soviet) existence and people... it Justice in Moscow really is an entrancing
book.” (The Economist) “The such a lot shiny reportage in years.” —The New Statesman
Extraordinary, compelling (and) an encouraged achievement,” (The London Listener) it Justice
in Moscow really is “the such a lot interesting, perceptive and fresh publication by way of an
American on lifestyles within the Soviet Union for the reason that outing of mind.” (Newsweek)
Feifer simply spent weeks sitting in Moscow's model of Justice of the Peace court docket and
anecdotally describes Russian justice. the beginning of a superb writing career.
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